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ABSTRACT — Arthroscopic partial meniscectomy (APM)
is one the most common orthopedic surgical procedures. The
most common indication for APM is a degenerative meniscal tear (DMT). High-quality evidence suggests that APM
does not provide meaningful benefits in patients with DMTs
and may even be harmful in the longer term. This narrative
review focuses on a fundamental question: considering the
history and large number of these surgeries, has APM ever
actually worked in patients with DMT? A truly effective
treatment needs a valid disease model that would biologically and plausibly explain the perceived treatment benefits.
In the case of DMT, effectiveness requires a credible framework for the pain-generating process, which should be influenced by APM. Basic research, pathoanatomy, and clinical
evidence gives no support to these frameworks. Moreover,
treatment of DMT with an APM does not align with the traditional practice of medicine since DMT is not a reliable
diagnosis for knee pain and no evidence-based indication
exists that would influence patient prognosis from APM. A
plausible and robust explanation supported by both basic
research and clinical evidence is that DMTs are part of an
osteoarthritic disease process and do not contribute to the
symptoms independently or in isolation and that symptoms
are not treatable with APM. This is further supported by the
fact that APM as an intervention is paradoxical because the
extent of procedure and severity of disease are both inversely
associated with outcome. We argue that arthroscopic treatment of DMT is largely based on a logical fallacy: post hoc
ergo propter hoc.

Common surgery
Arthroscopic partial meniscectomy (APM) is one of the most
common orthopedic surgical procedures (Howard 2018;
Liebensteiner et al. 2020). The National Hospital Ambulatory
Medical Care Survey estimated that 769,000 meniscal resections were performed in the year 2010 in the United States
(Hall et al. 2017). A recent study reported an annual incidence
of 291 surgeries per 100,000 persons for APM in Florida, USA
(Howard 2018). In England, the annual incidence of APM was
120 per 100,000 persons in 2017 (Abram et al. 2019b) . Similar incidence was reported from Finland in 2012 (Mattila et
al. 2016). In recent years, the general trend in the incidence
of APM has been a steady decline (Holtedahl et al. 2018,
Howard 2018, Rongen et al. 2018, Lee et al. 2020, Smith et al.
2020, Karelson et al. 2021).
The most common indication for APM is a degenerative
meniscal tear (DMT), which is different from acute meniscal injury. Whereas the latter is associated with acute trauma,
DMTs often present after low-energy injuries or spontaneously. DMTs are thus usually considered atraumatic; the pain
is incipient and the diagnosis is made after a clinical work-up
related to chronic or non-acute knee pain. Due to the degenerative nature, the median age of patients treated with APM in
the United States is usually between 50 and 65 and two-thirds
of meniscectomies are performed in patients aged 45 or more
(Hall et al. 2017, Xiao et al. 2021).
DMTs are usually located in the inner third of the posterior
part of the medial meniscus and they are mainly horizontal
(Pihl et al. 2017). In acute tears, a common strategy is to save
the meniscus by repairing it but whether to repair or resect
depends on the location of the tear. Degenerative tears, which
are usually chronic in nature, do not present acutely and do not
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heal after repair and are thus treated by resecting the torn part
of the meniscus, the supposed origin of the pain (Howell et al.
2014, Beaufils et al. 2017a, 2017b).
Evolution of APM
Knee pain or knee “derangement” following a knee injury was
a clinically challenging problem in the early 1900s (Tenney
1904, Jones 1909). Meniscal (or “semilunar cartilage”) injuries, cruciate ligament tears, and patellar problems were wellestablished conditions at that time, but clinical examination
and manual testing was the only non-invasive method to
assess the possible cause of derangement. If more accurate
information was needed, open knee arthrotomy was used to
establish the diagnosis.
In 1889 Thomas Annandale described the very first meniscal
resection to treat a meniscal tear (Annandale 1889). Removal
of a torn meniscus to improve knee pain became an established procedure as early as 1900 (Jones 1909). Clinical studies at the time reported good outcomes after meniscectomy
when meniscal injury was present. Several authors suggested
that a torn meniscus should be removed as soon as it was identified (Wynn Parry et al. 1958, Gear 1967). They proposed that
resection would mitigate the osteoarthritis progression associated with a torn meniscus. In the 1960s clinical evidence
started to emerge showing that total meniscectomy led to early
and accelerated degeneration and development of osteoarthritis (Gear 1967, Jackson 1968, Jackson and Abe 1972). Thereafter, more limited, i.e., partial resection was adopted to avoid
the development of osteoarthritis.
Prior to arthroscopic techniques becoming available, open
arthrotomy of the knee was required for meniscus excision,
which is an invasive procedure associated with complications
such as infection. The first attempts at endoscopic examination
of the knee date back to the early twentieth century and the
term arthroscopy was coined in 1912 (Jackson 1996, Macmull
and Gupte 2015). It took several decades until arthroscopic
techniques evolved so that simple procedures could be performed without (open) arthrotomy (Shahriaree 1992).
The first recorded arthroscopic meniscectomy of the knee
was done in 1962 (Macmull and Gupte 2015). This new technique was adopted worldwide by the 1980s to treat various
intra-articular knee problems. Large case series reporting
favorable outcomes after arthroscopic meniscectomy started
to emerge in the English language medical literature in the
early 1970s (Jayson and Dixon 1968, Jackson and Abe 1972).
Since late 1970s arthroscopic partial meniscectomy (APM)
has remained one of the most common orthopedic procedures.
Up-to-date evidence for APM
Few comparative studies have been published that give support in favor of the APM. An early study by Merchan and
Galindo (1993) concluded that arthroscopic surgery for the
degenerative knee was “a useful technique” as it provided
better outcome compared with nonoperative care. A major
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limitation of their study was that it was observational, not a
randomized trial. In their RCT, Gauffin et al. (2014) reported
that arthroscopic surgery provided better pain relief compared
with nonoperative treatment at 1 year follow-up in people
with meniscal symptoms. In a follow-up study, the trialists
found that positive effects of surgery had diminished at 3- and
5-years’ follow-up and radiologic deterioration had become
more common in the surgery group (Gauffin et al. 2017,
Sonesson et al. 2020).
The effectiveness of APM in the treatment of DMT has been
challenged by numerous rigorous randomized controlled trials
(RCT). An RCT by Moseley et al., published in 2002, was the
first blinded trial to assess whether arthroscopic debridement
improved symptoms. The authors compared arthroscopic
lavage, arthroscopic debridement (partial meniscectomy,
chondroplasty, and/or loose body removal) and “incision
only” (sham surgery) in osteoarthritic knees (Moseley et al.
2002). Arthroscopic surgery or lavage did not provide clinically relevant benefits compared with placebo surgery. Soon
after, a trial by Kirkley et al. (2008) compared arthroscopic
debridement (81% had partial meniscectomy) with physical
therapy alone in patients with osteoarthrosis. Better outcome
was seen in operatively treated patients in the short term but
there was no difference in the longer term. At this point, it
started to become clear that arthroscopic surgery and meniscectomy may not be beneficial in the long term for people
with knee pain presenting with osteoarthritis. However, it was
still believed that people without osteoarthritis (OA) would
benefit.
Thereafter, RCTs comparing APM with usual nonoperative treatment in non-OA patients or in those with mild OA
established that APM does not provide clinically important
benefits (Herrlin et al. 2007, Katz et al. 2013, van de Graaf
et al. 2018). The 2 largest studies included over 300 patients
each and the estimates exclude any clinically important benefits. The outcomes were similar in “intention-to-treat” and
“as-treated” analyses and, more importantly, the patients were
not blinded to the treatment—even with the possible surgical placebo effect, APM did not provide meaningful benefits
in these trials. One systematic review nevertheless concluded
that there may be a small-to-moderate benefit from APM compared with physiotherapy for patients without osteoarthritis in
6–12-months’ follow-up (Abram et al. 2020).
The most rigorous evidence against benefits from APM
was from the placebo-controlled FIDELITY trial published in
2013 (Sihvonen et al. 2013). There was no clinically important difference in pain or function when APM was compared
with placebo surgery (lavage and inspection alone) for patients
with knee pain and MRI-proven meniscus tears.
Partial meniscectomy results in objectively measurable
changes in the contact pressures between joint tibiofemoral
joint surfaces (Fairbank 1948, Baratz et al. 1986). Changes
in knee mechanics may result in very small differences in the
point estimates for patient-rated functional outcome. How-
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ever, these changes do not seem to manifest as improvement
in pain and function and in fact may be harmful in long-term
follow-up. FIDELITY investigators reported that adjusted
absolute risk difference for OA progression was 13% favoring
placebo. In other words, patients having undergone APM had
higher risk for OA development and progression (Sihvonen
et al. 2020). A similar finding was reported by Sonesson et al.
(2020) among patients randomized to APM or nonoperative
treatment. Registry data from England showed that patients
who had undergone an APM had a 2–3 times higher risk of
total knee replacement compared with the general population
(Abram et al. 2019a). This may be partly explained by confounding by indication. In a cohort study published in 2017,
patients who had undergone APM were more likely to have
had a knee replacement on later follow-up compared with
matched patients without an APM (Rongen et al. 2017).
Considering the history and large number of surgeries done
it is worth asking: has APM ever actually worked in patients
with a DMT or have we been operating under an assumption
based on perceived improvement post-surgery; an example
of the logical fallacy—post hoc ergo propter hoc (after this,
therefore because of this)?
What it takes for APM to work?
The rationale of APM ultimately is to treat knee pain. Pain is
considered the hallmark symptom related to DMT but it is also
a symptom of degenerative joint disease. Decreased function
is usually due to exercise-related pain and discomfort. While
mechanical symptoms presenting as true “locked knee” may
also be considered a symptom, pain is largely driving the
need for treatment. The rationale of APM is therefore to influence the pain-generating process, i.e., change the prognosis
by removing the source of pain—APM is not performed to
improve overall “knee health.”
Hence, is it first relevant to ask: how does the pain arise in
DMT? One should consider the basic histology behind knee
pain and then a disease model that would explain the role of
APM from a clinical perspective. It is also relevant to consider
whether APM follows the framework of clinical practice.
Namely, can we start from diagnosis, which defines prognosis,
and then move on to the treatment to change the prognosis?
For this framework to work in patients with DMT, we need to
assume that the source for pain can be identified and pain is
explained by histology and a disease model.
Histology: is there biological rationale for pain?
Understanding the vascularity of the meniscus through decades
of basic research has provided the rationale for treatment of
meniscal injuries. The outer rim of the meniscus has good vascularity and tears in this area are usually repaired based on an
assumption that as the tissue is vascularized tissue, it is therefore able to heal. In contrast, the inner third has poor or absent
vascularity and tears in this location have no healing potential
and hence resection is the only treatment considered.
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Figure 1. 2 possible disease models related to DMT.

A well-established finding is that the outer rim of the meniscus has circumferential nerve fibers (Wilson et al. 1969, Assimakopoulos et al. 1992, Mine et al. 2000, Lin et al. 2019).
Some investigators have found smaller nerves running radially
to the inner rim but others have reported that the inner third
has no nerve endings (Day et al. 1985, Wilson et al. 1969)..
The structure of innervation in the meniscus seems to be that
the anterior and posterior horns are more densely innervated
compared with the body of the meniscus (Lin et al. 2019). This
means that DMTs are typically located in the least innervated
area in the meniscus: the inner third in the posterior mid-body.
The whole human meniscus has a role in knee nociception
and especially in OA. Nerve endings present in the meniscus
are substance P positive (Mine et al. 2000, Lin et al. 2019).
Substance P has an important role in pain perception and nociception. Substance P positive fibers are present in both perimeniscal nerves and in those running radially in the intermediate zone. Recent evidence suggests that nerve fibers positive
for calcitonin-gene related peptide (CGRP) grow into the outer
rim of the meniscus and also cartilage during OA (Hunter et al.
2009, Ashraf et al. 2011). This process has been proposed as
one possible explanation for pain in OA as CGRP is an important transmitter in nociception.
Disease framework: can we explain pain?
The foundation of modern medicine and clinical practice is a
disease model (Tinetti and Fried 2004, Agusti 2018). A disease
model is needed to connect signs and symptoms to a diagnosis, which guides the treatment of the disease. In other words,
we need a theoretical framework that plausibly connects our
diagnosis to the prognosis and explains the causal pathway of
the treatment effect.
Regarding DMT, 2 different theories can be proposed
(Figure 1). The first states that DMT is an isolated process or
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condition responsible for the pain. This means that DMT is a
disease, a meniscopathy. This framework suggests that pain in
meniscopathy is caused by a meniscal tear. Under this framework, the pain is resolved with APM. This framework would
be supported by empirical evidence if APM was better than
placebo surgery or no surgery. As suggested above, this is not
supported by the evidence.
Grönblad et al. (1985) suggested that meniscectomy could
work through denervation. This theory is, however, weak
and clinical studies do not support this mechanism of action.
Because meniscectomy should be as conservative as possible, the meniscus preserves most of its innervation and is
not totally denervated. If DMT was an isolated process, how
could resection of a non-innervated and avascular tissue affect
pain? More importantly, no clinical study supports the proposition that occurrence of DMT would result in knee pain or that
DMT is a defined independent clinical entity. In fact, clinical
studies show that development of knee pain is not associated
with the development of DMT and that “meniscal symptoms”
are merely a correlate for cartilage damage (Bhattacharyya et
al. 2003, Englund et al. 2007, Hare et al. 2017, MacFarlane et
al. 2021).
The second, an opposing framework, proposes that DMT
is not an isolated disease (meniscopathy) but belongs to a
spectrum of the osteoarthritic process. Under this framework,
similar to removal of an osteophyte, APM has no independent
role because it is not intervening or mediating the pain-generating process. Empirical evidence supports this proposition
and would explain why APM does not relieve pain. Pain in
OA is explained by a variety of different entities that interact
as a continuum.
Bone marrow lesions are well described radiological findings adjacent to degenerative joint diseases and strong evidence from longitudinal studies show that progressive bone
marrow lesion development is associated with development
of knee pain (Felson et al. 2007). Synovitis is also a plausible
cause for pain since knee synovium, especially in non-arthritic
knees, is highly innervated (Mapp 1995). Synovitis has been
associated with progressive OA, development of symptoms,
and chemokine expression related to nociceptive stimuli in
multiple longitudinal studies (Ayral et al. 2005, Scanzello et al.
2011). On a molecular level, degradation of cartilage results in
release of damage-associated molecular pattern molecules and
alarmins, which in turn is associated with the release of proinflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor and interleukins (Liu-Bryan and Terkeltaub 2015, Eitner et al. 2017).
These mediators, as with other proinflammatory mediators,
have the potential to reduce the excitation threshold in highthreshold nociceptive neurons, thus making them more likely
to respond to noxious and non-noxious stimuli explaining the
most plausible pain-generating process (Miller et al. 2015,
Fu et al. 2018). From a disease model perspective, the most
plausible model and theory is that DMT is an early part of the
degenerative process in OA in which APM plays no role.
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Figure 2. Traditional view in practice of medicine and APM as a case
example.

Practice of medicine and diagnosis
Practice of medicine traditionally builds on 3 concepts: (1)
diagnosis, (2) prognosis, and (3) treatment (Chauffard 1913,
Tinetti and Fried 2004, Croft et al. 2015) (Figure 2). Diagnosis is the fundamental concept dividing people into sick
and healthy; those with a disease and those without. Further
steps, prognosis, and treatment in this framework follow the
diagnosis.
Before we consider any treatment, we need a diagnosis.
Clinical work-up and diagnostics in patients with musculoskeletal pain are based on history, clinical examination, and
use of imaging modalities. People seek help not because they
have DMT, but because they have knee pain. If APM worked,
it would mean that DMT is a reliable diagnosis and a disease,
meaning that DMT explains the knee pain and is not just an
incidental imaging finding. As outlined above, no valid clinical evidence supports the proposition that DMT is an actual
clinical disease entity.
DMT is a poor indicator for knee pain at a population level.
Englund et al. (2008) estimated that meniscal tears are seen in
one-third of males and one-sixth of females aged 50–59 years,
with prevalence increasing with age. Horga et al. (2020) found
tears in one-third of 230 asymptomatic people with an average
age of 44 years. Tears are slightly more common in patients
with knee symptoms compared with asymptomatic patients in
people without radiological osteoarthritis. However, in people
with radiological osteoarthritis, tears were equally common
regardless of symptoms (Englund et al. 2008).
Considering the commonness of APM, the validity of diagnostic imaging and clinical findings in DMT has been investigated surprisingly rarely. Campbell et al. (2014) investigated
whether the location of pain correlates with intra-articular
findings in patients diagnosed with DMT, and found no correlation; only 15 of 50 patients reporting medial-sided pain
had arthroscopically confirmed isolated medial compartment
pathology. More recently Farina et al. (2021) reported that
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Summary of diagnostics related to DMT and indications for APM
An Expert Consensus Statement (Hohmann et al. 2020)
• Diagnostics: Joint line tenderness present (85% agreement). Gradual onset of activity-related pain. Lack of extension present. Localized
pain, mechanical symptoms, short duration, normal radiographs. In the presence of OA (Kellgren 1/2) clinical examination in
particular localized tenderness reliable.
• Indication for surgery: Persistent pain, effusion, failed conservative treatment(< 3 months), should have surgery. If there are mechanical
symptoms (clicking, grinding), surgery is the first line of treatment.
British Association for Surgery of the Knee (BASK) Meniscal Consensus Project (Abram et al. 2019a)
• Diagnostics: Target meniscal lesion with corresponding symptoms and signs. Possible target meniscal lesion with corresponding symptoms
and signs
ESSKA Meniscus Consensus Project (Kopf et al. 2020)
• Diagnostics: There is very limited evidence that pain in the degenerative knee is directly attributable to a degenerative meniscus lesion
even if the lesion is considered to be unstable.
• Indication for surgery: Surgery should not be proposed as a FIRST line of treatment of degenerative meniscus lesions (Jones 1909), Grade
A. After 3 months with nonoperative treatment and persistent pain/mechanical symptoms. Surgery can be proposed earlier for
patients presenting considerable mechanical symptoms
Australian Knee Society Position Statement (Australian Knee Society 2017)		
• Indication for surgery: Symptomatic nonrepairable meniscal tears after the failure of an appropriate trial of a structured rehabilitation program
ISAKOS: Consensus statements across three continents (Stone et al. 2017a)
• Diagnostics: Nonetheless, symptoms in [those with little to no osteoarthritis on plain radiographs], especially when chronic, more likely
represent meniscal pathology in contrast to those with more significant arthritis, whose symptoms may derive from a more
complex constellation of pain generators (synovitis, chondral damage, osteophytosis, free flaps, loose bodies, etc.)
• Indication for surgery: For knees with little to no arthritis, if the patient’s symptoms have proved refractory to comprehensive, multimodal
non-surgical management, arthroscopic surgery can be considered. This applies especially to patients with well-localized joint
line pain with acute (or acute on chronic) mechanical symptoms in a well-aligned knee
Dutch Orthopaedic Association (Van Arkel et al. 2021)
• Diagnostics: Do not perform arthroscopy based on 1 or more meniscus tests without additional information from history, physical examination, and any additional radiological examination
• Indication for surgery: Start with nonoperative treatment in degenerative meniscus injury. Consider treating nonoperatively for at least 3
months in the event of a meniscal tear.

meniscal and mechanical symptoms were predictors of cartilage damage and not meniscal pathology.
Joint-line tenderness has been traditionally considered as a
hallmark sign of DMT, as was also recently concluded in a
consensus statement by Lyman et al. (2012). Again, evidence
does not uniformly support this. Numerous studies have
investigated the clinical accuracy of McMurray’s test, jointline tenderness. and Thessaly’s test (Smoak et al. 2020). The
results have varied and on average the accuracy of these tests
is poor. A major shortcoming in these studies has been that
they have not discriminated between degenerative and clearly
traumatic meniscal tears and DMTs (Smith et al. 2015). The
average age of patients in these studies has been well below 40
years. Patient inclusion has been also poorly described.
Most recently, Décary et al. (2018) looked at patients with
traumatic or degenerative meniscal tear. Medial joint-line
tenderness increased the likelihood of traumatic tear but not
DMT. Moreover, a combination of medial-sided pain, progressive onset of pain, pain while pivoting, normal alignment,
and full extension had moderate ability to discriminate people
with DMT from traumatic tears. Importantly, this combination
of symptoms describes mild osteoarthrosis and is not specific
to meniscal tears.
To conclude, we cannot identify and diagnose DMT by the
presence of symptoms or clinical findings and DMT seen on
MRI does not correlate reliably with symptoms.

From diagnosis of DMT to an indication for APM
Does the diagnosis of DMT tell us anything about the prognosis? If a surgical intervention improves the prognosis with a
certain diagnosis, then the diagnosis can potentially be considered an “indication for surgery.” Surgical indication, in other
words, is a factor supposedly interacting with the association
between the diagnosis and prognosis, i.e., intervention modifies
the outcome (compared with no intervention). The intervention
should not be performed if the prognosis remains unchanged
or becomes worse compared with no intervention. This is the
fundamental principle in “science of prognosis” (Croft et al.
2015). which has been proposed to replace the concept of “science of diagnosis.” In the science of prognosis, the diagnosis is
a fundamental way to convey prognostic information.
Before trials refuted the benefits of APM in osteoarthritis,
APM was a routine treatment in patients with degenerative
symptomatic joint disease. Thereafter, the indication has
mainly been “non-OA” patients with DMT, patients we postulate as having so-called “isolated” meniscal tears (Beaufils
et al. 2017a, Stone et al. 2017a). As several RCTs suggest that
the prognosis of DMT is not altered with surgery, meniscal
abnormality on MRI or arthroscopy is not an indication for
APM from a prognosis perspective—it does not improve the
prognosis, and may be even be harmful in the long term.
Several guidelines for DMTs and APMs have been published
(Table). They outline a spectrum of indications for APM. Most
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Figure 3. Paradoxical effect of APM. Severity of the degeneration correlates with poor outcome (red and blue arrows). At the same time
the larger the excision, the poorer the outcome despite the disease
being more severe (green arrow). APM as an intervention is paradoxical since the extent of procedure and severity of disease are both
inversely associated with outcome, meaning that as little as possible
should be excised but then the underlying pathology is not addressed.

guidelines have concluded that nonoperative treatment should
be the primary choice in DMTs. The current paradigm is to
use APM to treat those patients who do not improve with nonoperative treatment. Accordingly, “failed nonoperative treatment” is considered as an indication for surgery. Interestingly,
this was considered some 135 years ago when T. Annandale
wrote that “[operation for displaced semilunar cartilage] may
now become an established means of treatment when the more
simple methods fail” (Annandale 1889). No evidence to date
supports the proposition that APM would alter the prognosis
specifically in patients who have not responded to 3 months of
nonoperative treatment as suggested by the guidelines.
“Mechanical symptoms” together with DMT have been considered an indication for APM. A consensus statement from
2012 did not consider mechanical symptoms worthy of discussion because “there would be nearly uniform agreement that
patients with such symptoms would require surgery” (Lyman
et al. 2012). No study prior to that statement had tested this
hypothesis; the benefits were assumed based on anecdotal clinical experience, biomechanical reasoning, and an old paradigm
of medicine stipulating that removing the pathophysiology
cures the disease (Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group
1992). Recent evidence does not support this consensus. Thorlund et al. (2019) reported arthroscopic findings among over
800 patients and could not detect a difference in prevalence
of patient-reported mechanical symptoms in patients with or
without a meniscal tear. In other words, they could not associate a disease called “DMT with mechanical symptoms” with a
pathological process. Sihvonen et al. (2018) reported in the fol-

low-up study of the FIDELITY trial that a mechanical symptom was not an effect modifier in APM. Until further evidence
emerges, it is a valid assumption that mechanical symptoms
are not an unequivocal indication for APM.
Treatment should influence prognosis and diagnosis precedes prognosis. The meaning of the diagnosis should entail
both pathology (source of symptoms) and a biologically
plausible mechanism to explain the treatment effect. None of
this is valid for DMT and APM. DMT as a disease does not
align with fundamental aspects in clinical medicine: it does
not affect the prognosis, and removal of the pathology does
not affect the symptoms. DMT is simply an imaging finding
in OA; we cannot separate “healthy” from “sick” unless the
imaging abnormality is labeled as disease.
Paradoxical effect of APM
The dose–response relationship is a natural phenomenon in
medicine. Usually, the more severe the disease, the more relief
or improvement is achieved by removing the pathology. A
well-established finding regarding total knee replacement is
that dissatisfaction is more likely if the OA is mild (Stone et
al. 2017b, van de Water et al. 2019). APM entails paradoxical
effects in this respect (Figure 3). Total meniscectomy leads
to more rapid degeneration in the knee joint compared with
partial resection and this was also the rationale for adaption of
partial meniscectomy (Northmore-Ball et al. 1983, Englund
and Lohmander 2004, Kise et al. 2019). Even in subtotal meniscectomy, the extent of excision correlates with the outcome:
the larger the excision, the poorer the outcome (Rockborn
and Gillquist 1995, Englund and Lohmander 2004, Kise et
al. 2019). In this analogy, it would seem reasonable to excise
nothing, assuming that it would lead to a better outcome.
Obviously, this is irrational if removal of pathological tissue
is the purpose of the treatment. The extent of the excision is
confounded by the underlying disease: the larger the damage,
the larger the excision needed. This means that extrusion of
the meniscus and larger tears predict less benefit, not more
benefit, as should be expected assuming a dose–response relationship (Kise et al. 2019). Again, the theoretical framework
of meniscopathy is not supported as the severity of the disease
actually inversely predicts the outcome, although the cause for
pain is supposedly removed.
Contradicting the clinical experience
The FIDELITY trial caused a pushback from the orthopedic
community defending APM (Krogsgaard et al. 2014, Lubowitz et al. 2014, Rossi et al. 2014, Sutherland et al. 2014,
Sochacki et al. 2020). Justification for dismissing experimental evidence that did not favor APM was subjective experience (observational evidence): in people who seek help due to
knee pain, DMT is found and clinical status improves after the
APM (post hoc ergo propter hoc).
Further criticism claims that RCTs must be flawed as they
contradict observations: the population randomized was
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limited as the measurement of contextual and placebo effects
is difficult (Hróbjartsson and Gøtzsche 2001).
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Figure 4. Why do patients improve after APM? Figure 4. Why do
patients improve after APM?

not generalizable or the studies were biased towards null
through such things as genetics, crossovers, or co-interventions (Krogsgaard et al. 2014, Lubowitz et al. 2014, Rossi
et al. 2014, Sutherland et al. 2014, Sochacki et al. 2020).
The authors who suggest that the evidence is biased seldom
acknowledge the true estimate for efficacy. Put another way,
they leave unclear what the true effect is from which the treatment effect estimates are biased. However, the estimates from
rigorous trials seem to be consistent in that the lack of efficacy
is a reproducible finding (Abram et al. 2020). It is also surprising that the supposed true efficacy remains hidden despite the
extent of research efforts.
Several causes may explain the clinical observations (Figure
4). First, people likely seek help when they are at a “peak”
in the fluctuating symptom curve. Whatever is done, they
are likely to benefit due to regression to mean. Regression
to mean is a recognized phenomenon where extreme values,
either low or high, usually regress towards the mean (become
less extreme) when measured for a second time (Barnett et al.
2005). This fits well in degenerative conditions where clinical
status is often fluctuating.
Second, part of the transient improvement seen in patients
having undergone an APM may be due to washout of inflammatory mediators. As said, OA is a disease that affects the
whole joint. Currently OA is believed to be an inflammatory
disease that is mediated by inflammatory markers measurable
in the synovial fluid. These inflammatory markers are also
responsible for pain sensation, which is transmitted through
nerve endings in the synovia. During APM the knee joint is
lavaged and this results in washout of intra-articular inflammatory mediators present in the joint surfaces and synovial fluid.
Moreover, if APM truly removes the pain-generating process,
why are good outcomes not seen in the first few weeks? The
treatment response, namely reduction in pain and improvement in knee function, takes several months to manifest.
Lastly, one possible source of perceived benefit is other nonspecific effects of surgery (contextual and placebo effects)
(Harris 2021). In surgery, placebo effect is suggested to be
large (Doherty and Dieppe 2009). However, the evidence is

Final remarks
Basic research of pathoanatomy does not support the theory
that DMT is an isolated disease that can be adequately treated
with APM. Clinical evidence does not support a disease
framework named meniscopathy. Furthermore, APM as an
intervention is paradoxical because the extent of procedure
and severity of disease are both inversely associated with outcome. A plausible and robust explanation supported by both
basic research and clinical evidence is that DMTs are part of
OA and do not contribute to the symptoms independently or
in isolation and therefore the symptoms are not treatable with
APM. If DMT caused pain, removal would yield benefits that
are detectable in clinical trials, but this has not been the case.
Until a subpopulation that benefits from APM is identified, it
has no role in the treatment of degenerative meniscal tears.
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